
Church Point, 2181 Pittwater Road
Stately & Iconic 1,821sqm Landmark Pittwater
Estate - Enticing N/E Water Vistas

One of the most significant land holdings on the Pittwater foreshore to be offered
this decade. With a prized position of almost half an acre overlooking the pristine
waterfront and bathed in glorious all day north eastern sun.

The original, classic charm has been cleverly enhanced with considered updates
by architect Peter Princi, that respect the original grand design while offering
modern comforts throughout.

This is a property with its own unique "personality" that will find favour with
families of all sizes and ages. Soaring ceilings, ornate windows, a beautiful two
way fireplace and polished floorboards add to the character and warmth of this
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select and exclusive residence.

Highly appealing and desirable 180 degree Pittwater views abound from almost
every room of the elegant and substantial home. Generous formal and informal
living, bedrooms and bathrooms create a sense of grandeur of a bygone area
while still being welcoming and inviting.

Prominently located in a unique lifestyle enclave of popular cafes and marinas
yet remarkably private the former "Green Frog Tea Rooms" are set on 1,821sqm
(approx.) of magnificent grounds.

Exceptional outdoor areas complement the manicured lawns and stunning
gardens - you will love the delightful poolside gazebo, sparkling swimming pool,
sandstone entertaining terraces and the incredibly rare half tennis court with a
north/south orientation.

Set within a tightly held and convenient waterside location; this is a property to
hand down through the generations.

We invite you to experience its romanticism and splendor today...

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.

More About this Property

Property ID 2PEVF6K
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type House
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 1821 m²
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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